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Deficits in emotion recognition in pediatric bipolar disorder: The mediating effects of irritability
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A B S T R A C T

Background: Pediatric Bipolar Disorder (PBD) is a debilitating condition associated with impairment in many domains. Social functioning is one of the disorder’s most notable areas of impairment and this deficit may be in part due to difficulties recognizing affect in others.

Methods: In the present study, medication naive youth with PBD were compared to age-matched healthy controls on their ability to (a) distinguish between categorical emotions, such as happiness, anger, and sadness on the Emotion Recognition Test (ER-40) and (b) differentiate between levels of emotional intensity on an adapted version of the Penn Emotional Acuicy Task (Chicago-PEAT).

Results: Results indicated that PBD youth misidentified sad, fearful, and neutral faces more often than controls, and PBD girls mislabeled ‘very angry’ faces more often than healthy girls. A mediation analyses indicated that these diagnostic group differences on emotion recognition were significantly mediated by irritability.

Limitations: The Chicago-PEAT only examined variations in emotional intensity for the emotions happy and anger. Additionally, all results are correlational; therefore causal inferences cannot be made.

Conclusions: Supporting previous literature, the present findings highlight the importance of emotion recognition deficits in PBD individuals. Additionally, the irritability associated with PBD may be an important mechanism of this deficit and may thus represent an important target for treatment.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Pediatric bipolar disorder (PBD) is increasingly being recognized as a significant public health problem (Leibenluft, 2008; Pavuluri et al., 2005) as evidenced by the explosion of research on the disorder over the last 15–20 years (Carlson, 2011). Although there is still controversy regarding how PBD should be classified and distinguished from neighboring diagnostic disorders (e.g., adult onset bipolar disorder and severe ADHD; Geller et al., 2007), recent studies have shown it to be associated with a unique phenotype, pattern of familial psychopathologies, and underlying neurophysiology (Leibenluft, 2011; Rende et al., 2007; Rich et al., 2007).

Some of the most debilitating deficits in PBD are interpersonal. Compared to both healthy controls and youth with other psychopathologies, youth with PBD report fewer friends, and often no friends (Geller et al., 2000) and are rated by their parents to have lower social competence, more social withdrawal and aggression towards others (Geller et al., 1998). These interpersonal deficits also relate to the poor family cohesion and functioning observed in these patients (Rademacher et al., 2007; Sullivan and Miklowitz, 2010) even during periods of euthymia (Schenkel et al., 2008).

One of the putative mechanisms for these interpersonal deficits is deficient recognition of affect in others (Dickstein and Leibenluft, 2006; Pavuluri et al., 2005). Specifically, individuals with PBD may misinterpret or overlook social cues from facial expressions and this may ultimately result in interpersonal difficulties with peers and family members. Consistent with this hypothesis, numerous studies have shown that individuals with PBD make more errors in identifying facial expressions than controls and those with other psychopathologies (Guyer et al., 2007; McClure et al., 2003, 2005). However, studies of emotion recognition are unclear as to whether this deficit is for emotions in general or specific emotions, especially those with negative emotional valence (e.g., fear, sadness, anger etc.). Thus, one of the primary aims of this study is to examine which emotional expressions are particularly difficult to identify by patients with PBD.

A few studies have also found that the intensity of the facial emotional expression moderated whether or not individuals with PBD had difficulty identifying expressions. These studies, however, have yielded inconsistent findings. In a small study of PBD youth (N=11), McClure et al. (2003) found that PBD individuals had difficulty identifying low-intensity emotion expressions, but...
performed as well as controls and those with anxiety disorders on high-intensity emotional faces. On the other hand found that individuals with PBD misinterpreted intensely happy and sad faces (specifically, viewing them as more moderate). These equivocal findings warranted our second aim of this study, to examine the role of intensity of emotional expression on PBD performance.

1.1. Mediators

A final goal of this study is to identify mediators of emotion recognition deficits in PBD. Studies on emotional deficits in PBD have typically not explored potential mechanisms that may account for these emotional deficits. Identification of mediators is a particularly important goal in clinical research as it could help identify possible targets for intervention.

The present study examined two potential mediators that are pervasive, impact daily life, and often require immediate intervention in PBD—executive dysfunction (i.e., cognitive problems related to strategic information processing, interference control, behavior control, decision-making and planning) and irritability (i.e., an emotional problem in which patients react with anger or frustration to internal or external stimuli). Numerous studies have shown that compared to both controls and those with other psychiatric conditions, individuals with PBD have deficits in several aspects of executive functioning (Pavuluri et al., 2006a, 2009; Walshaw et al., 2010). Aspects of executive functioning could mediate emotion recognition in several ways. For example, difficulty in inhibiting distraction from external stimuli (i.e., interference control) could lead to problems identifying facial features that are critical for expression identification (e.g., mouth, eyebrows). Similarly, ability to grasp, process and organize visual information may be difficult for individuals with PBD (Pavuluri et al., 2009).

Irritability is another potential mediator of emotional recognition deficits in PBD. Extreme irritability has been shown to be common in PBD, leading some to argue for its inclusion in the diagnostic criteria (Wozniak et al., 1995; Geller et al., 2002; Findling et al., 2001). Irritability may mediate deficits in emotion recognition, as irritability is associated with abnormal attention to emotional stimuli (Rich et al., 2005, 2007) and more generally, reduced ability to process environmental information (Bernat et al., 2007; Harmon-Jones et al., 1997).

In sum, there are three aims of the current study. First, we will compare PBD and controls on their ability to correctly identify a broad range of emotional facial expressions; based on the existing literature we predict that youth with PBD will not identify as many facial expressions, particularly negatively valenced ones, as healthy youth. Second, we will examine whether the intensity of the emotional expression impacts PBD individuals’ ability to correctly identify emotional facial expressions; we hypothesize that youth with PBD will perform similarly to healthy youth when identifying more intensely emotional faces, but will not do as well with less intense facial expressions. Finally, we will examine whether executive functioning and/or irritability may mediate the emotional recognition deficits in PBD.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The sample consisted of 98 medication naïve children and adolescents with PBD and 104 healthy controls (age range: 8–17). Participants were recruited from clinics from the greater Chicago area and from community advertising. All PBD participants were currently experiencing a manic episode, and control participants were required to have no past or current diagnosis of any DSM–IV Axis I disorder. Consistent with the literature, 24% of those in the PBD group (24%) had a comorbid ADHD diagnosis (Arnold et al., 2011). PBD participants with and without ADHD did not differ significantly on performance in any of the tasks, so data from the two groups were combined for all analyses. Verbal or written assent was provided by all youth in addition to the written informed consent by parents.

There were no significant differences between controls and PBD participants on age or ethnicity (see Table 1). There was a trend (p = .06) for a greater percentage of males in the PBD group compared to controls. Thus, gender was included as a between-subjects variable in all analyses. As was expected, the diagnostic groups also differed significantly from controls on the clinical variables examined\(^1\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample demographics and clinical characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S'Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comorbid ADHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mania rating (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YMRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMRS-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDRS (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Mania symptoms measured by Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS) and Child Mania Rating Scale—Parent Version (CMRS-P). Depressive symptoms measured using Child Depression Rating Scale (CDRS). Executive function measured by Behavioral Regulation Index (BRI), Metacognition Index (MI), and Global Executive Composite (GEC) scores from the BRIEF.

2.1.1. Interview and clinical ratings

Each participant was interviewed with the Washington University Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (WASH-U-KSADS; Geller et al., 1994) to determine placement into diagnostic group. The K-SADS is a semi-structured diagnostic interview widely used to assess PBD and other psychopathologies in youth. Additionally, each participant was administered the Young Mania Rating Scale (YMRS; Young et al., 1978) and the Children’s Depression Rating Scale—Revised (CDRS-R; Poznanski et al., 1985). One parent also completed the Child Mania Rating Scale—Parent Version (CMRS-P; Pavuluri et al., 2006b). All clinical interviews and rating scales were completed by a master’s or doctoral level rater, and our group has demonstrated high inter-rater reliability (kappas and reliability coefficients > 0.96) for these measures in prior studies.

2.1.2. Affect recognition tasks

Affect recognition was assessed using two tasks from the Penn Neurocognitive Battery (PNB; Erwin et al., 1992): the Emotion Recognition Task (ER-40) and a variant of the Emotional Acuity

\(^1\) The groups also differed significantly on IQ (i.e., WASI; Wechsler, 1999). Therefore, we conducted parallel analyses on a sample of these participants matched on IQ and obtained the same pattern of results. For ease of interpretation, only the results from the entire sample are reported here.
Task (Chicago-PEAT). In the ER-40, participants viewed 40 adult faces and indicated by key press if they thought the face was ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘angry’, ‘fearful’, or ‘neutral’. This task was self-paced. The faces varied in gender and ethnicity, but each actor was used in the five valences. Accuracy scores were generated for each type of expression by dividing the total number of correct answers for each emotion by the total number of trials for that emotion. This yielded a percentage of correctly identified expressions for each valence.

In the Chicago-PEAT, participants viewed 40 faces of adults, adolescents and children ranging in intensity from very happy to very angry. In this self-paced task, participants decided if the face was ‘very happy’, ‘moderately happy’, ‘slightly happy’, ‘neutral’, ‘slightly angry’, ‘moderately angry’, or ‘very angry’. The original BRIEF included faces ranging from very happy to very sad and did not include children’s faces. We chose to include children’s faces given the ages of the sample. Moreover, we included angry instead of sad faces for several reasons. First, anger plays a critical role in extant models of PBD (e.g., Geller et al., 2002). Second, those in the PBD group were all in a manic episode, a phase of the illness associated with irritability and intense angry outbursts. Third, we felt that it was important to compare happiness to anger as both relate to approach motivations (Harmon-Jones et al., 2008) and differ only on valence (positive vs. negative). In contrast, happiness and sadness differ on both valence and motivational direction (approach vs. withdrawal; Davidson et al., 2002), thus complicating interpretation of differences.

Performance on the Chicago-PEAT was measured with a correct valence score for each type of face shown. A percentage of the correctly identified valences of each type of face was calculated to examine overall performance. For example, the number of moderately happy faces correctly identified as happy (even if they were judged as very or slightly happy) was divided by the total number of moderately happy faces presented.

2.2. Measures for potential mediators

2.2.1. Executive functioning

Executive functioning was assessed using the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF) parent report form (Gioia et al., 2000). The BRIEF Parent Form is a self-report questionnaire that assesses parent’s perspective of their child’s executive functioning in home and school environments. The BRIEF provides a general measure of executive functioning (GEC), as well as two sub-domains within executive functioning: behavioral regulation index (BRI) and metacognitive index (MI). The BRIEF has demonstrated good internal consistency and test–retest reliability, with the composite scores having higher reliability than individual area scores (all alphas in upper 0.80 s; Gioia et al., 2000).

2.2.2. Irritability

Irritability was assessed using the Overt Aggression Scale—Modified for Outpatients (OAS-M; Coccaro et al., 1991). The OAS-M is a semi-structured interview that measures the frequency and severity of several categories of aggressive behavior and irritability. Global subjective irritability assesses the intensity and duration of externally directed feelings of irritability or anger, whether they are expressed or not. Global overt irritability, taps into the intensity of overt irritability, as evidenced by the child’s behavior. The OAS-M has demonstrated adequate construct validity and internal consistency and is a standard measure of aggression and irritability in youth (Malone et al., 2000).

2.2.3. Data analysis

To examine group differences on the ER-40, we conducted an emotion (Happy, Sad, Fearful, Angry, No Emotion) X diagnosis (PBD vs. Controls) mixed effects analysis of variance (ANOVA). Similarly, to examine group differences on the Chicago-PEAT, we conducted a valence (Happy vs. Angry) X intensity (Slightly, Moderately, Very) X diagnosis (PBD vs. controls) mixed effects analysis of variance (ANOVA). For both sets of analyses, accuracy was the dependent variable (see definitions above) and gender was included as a between subjects factor in all analyses. Because of the self-paced nature of the tasks, Reaction Time (RT) was not considered for analyses.

To test whether executive functioning and/or irritability mediated group differences, we used Preacher and Hayes’ (2008) widely used analytic technique for testing mediation, an approach that has been shown to be more robust than other mediation techniques (e.g., Baron and Kenny, 1986).

2.3. Results

2.3.1. ER-40

For the ER-40, there were main effects of diagnosis ($F(1, 196) = 19.86, p < .01$) and valence ($F(4, 784) = 166.69, p < .001$). Across all conditions, PBDs ($M = 0.74, SD = 0.15$) performed more poorly than HCs ($M = 0.81, SD = 0.16$), and both groups performed the best on correctly identifying happy faces ($M = 0.96, SD = 0.12$) and the worst at identifying angry faces ($M = 0.55, SD = 0.19$), (see Fig. 1).

These main effects were qualified by a significant interaction between emotion and diagnostic group ($F(4, 784) = 166.69, p < .001$). Follow-up univariate ANOVAs comparing the two diagnostic groups on each level of emotion revealed that the PBD group correctly identified significantly fewer sad, fearful, and neutral faces than the HC group, $F(1, 196) = 7.94, F(1, 196) = 9.29, F(1, 196) = 18.39, all $p’s < .01$. The two groups performed equally well on the happy faces and equally poorly on the angry faces (both $p’s > .29$). Additionally, there was a three-way interaction between emotion, diagnostic group, and gender, $F(4, 784) = 2.65, p < .05$, which was driven by the PBD boys’ misidentification of neutral faces $F(1, 196) = 6.22, p < .05$ (see Fig. 1).

2.3.2. Chicago-PEAT

For the Chicago-PEAT, there were main effects for valence, $F(1, 198) = 30.38, p < .001$, diagnosis, $F(1, 198) = 10.59, p < .01$, and intensity $F(2, 396) = 265.76, p < .001$. These main effects reflected overall better identification for happy compared to angry faces

Fig. 1. Diagnostic group differences on accuracy scores on the ER-40. **p < .01.
(valence), better overall performance by contrasts than PBD individuals (diagnosis), and better overall recognition for ‘very’ intense compared to ‘moderately’ intense compared to ‘slightly intense’ (intensity). Additionally, there was a significant Valence X Intensity X Diagnosis X Gender four-way interaction \( F(2, 396) = 4.38, \ p < .05 \). Follow-up analyses by gender revealed that this was driven by the PBD girls. Specifically, PBD girls were less likely to rate a very angry face as angry than their healthy counterparts \( t(88) = -4.14, \ p < .01 \) (see Fig. 2).

2.3.3. Mediation of group differences

Before looking at mediation, we conducted Gender (male vs. female) X Diagnosis (PBD vs. control) between-subjects ANOVAs for each of the proposed mediators to examine differences between groups. For all measures of executive functioning, there were main effects of diagnosis, such that those with PBD had more difficulties than controls (all \( p \)'s < .01), but no main effects for gender or gender by diagnosis interactions (all \( p \)'s > .20). For irritability, there was also a main effect of diagnosis such that youth with PBD had higher ratings than controls, \( F(1, 193) = 430.82, \ p < .001 \) and a main effect of gender, reflecting higher ratings for girls than boys, \( F(1, 193) = 5.56, \ p < .05 \). These main effects were qualified by a gender by diagnosis interaction \( F(1, 193) = 3.81, \ p = .05 \). Follow-up analyses indicated that although boys and girls in the control group did not differ on irritability, \( F(1, 101) = 0.12, \) n.s., girls with PBD had significantly higher irritability ratings than boys with PBD \( F(1, 92) = 6.92, \ p < .05 \).

To examine potential mediators of the group differences observed, we used Preacher and Hayes’ (2008) mediational analytic technique to explore whether executive functioning and/or irritability mediated the effect of diagnosis on the effects identified above—accuracy on (1) sad and (2) fearful trials on the ER-40, as well as (3) ‘very angry’ trials of the Chicago PEAT. Results showed that none of the executive functioning scores from the BRIEF were significant mediators of performance, as all of the confidence intervals contained zero. Irritability, on the other hand, emerged as a significant mediator of task performance for all three effects (see Fig. 3). Specifically, irritability mediated (i.e., confidence intervals did not contain zero) the relationship between diagnosis and accuracy score for sad and fearful trials on the ER-40, as well as the relationship between diagnosis and correct valence score for the very angry trials on the Chicago-PEAT.

3. Discussion

The primary goal of this study was to identify deficits in emotional identification in the largest sample, to date, of medication naive youths with PBD while also exploring potential mediators of these deficits. On the first task (ER-40; Erwin et al., 1992), individuals with PBD performed significantly worse than controls when identifying the discrete emotions of sad, fearful, and neutral. Interestingly, the two groups performed equally well on identifying happy faces and equally poorly on identifying angry faces. These findings support our first hypothesis and suggest that youth with bipolar disorder are no worse at correctly identifying happy faces than healthy controls and that their deficits are more apparent for negative valences—sad and fearful (but not anger). These results are consistent with other studies that have identified emotion recognition deficits in PBD (de Almeida Rocca et al., 2009; McClure et al., 2003), but extend the literature by suggesting that the findings are specific to these negative emotions.

The most robust effect of diagnosis on accuracy in the ER-40 was for neutral faces. This finding adds to the growing interest in psychopathology research on examining group differences on reactions to “non-emotional” stimuli (Leppänen et al., 2004; Nelson and Shankman, 2011) and within PBD, specifically. For example, Rich et al. (2006) found that compared to controls, youths with PBD perceived greater hostility in neutral faces and reported greater subjective fear while viewing them.

There are several explanations for why the groups did not differ on happy or angry faces on the ER-40. First, because PBD individuals were all in a manic phase of the illness, they may have been biased towards the happy faces (Elliott et al., 2004). However, studies in adult bipolar disorder have also failed to find effects for happy faces (Yurgelun-Todd et al., 2000). Second, the lack of effects for group may have been due to a ‘ceiling’ and ‘floor’ effect, respectively, as controls performed best on happy trials and worst on angry trials.

The results for the Chicago-PEAT helped address this latter explanation as it examined whether the groups differed on the accuracy of identifying angry and happy faces of different intensities. The PBD group did not exhibit deficits for any of the happy intensities, but, somewhat contrary to our hypotheses, they did differ from controls on the ‘very angry’ faces and this difference was moderated by gender. Specifically, PBD girls performed significantly worse at identifying ‘very angry’ faces compared to healthy girls. Taken together with the results from the ER-40, these results suggest that individuals with PBD have an intact ability to recognize happy emotional faces (regardless of the intensity of the happy expression).

The effects for ‘very angry’ on the Chicago-PEAT may have been specific to girls with PBD for several reasons. First, there may be a “threshold effect” of irritability that, when crossed, leads to an impaired ability to recognize very angry faces. As girls with PBD were more irritable than boys with PBD in the present sample, it is possible that girls were more likely to “cross the threshold” and perform worse on the very angry trials of the PEAT. This concept has been put forth in other studies where girls have exhibited greater overall emotional intensity than boys (Silk et al., 2003).

Another possibility relates to the socialization of emotions. Studies show that throughout development, girls inhibit the expression and recognition of emotions considered to be socially unacceptable (like anger) and that this may be a result of socialization (Brody, 1985). Thus, the PBD girls may have misidentified the very angry faces on the PEAT due to cultural influences. On the other hand, this explanation does not address why healthy girls did not also misidentify very angry faces.
3.1. Irritability as a mediator

A particularly novel aspect of the study is that we examined potential mediators of these PBD deficits. Interestingly, the results suggest that irritability was a significant mediator of the relationship between diagnosis and performance on the Chicago-PEAT and ER-40. One interpretation of this effect is that youths with PBD may be too focused on their own feelings of irritability to correctly recognize the facial expressions of others. As recognition of emotional faces is closely related to the ability to empathize with others’ emotional state (Besel and Yuille, 2010; Marissen et al., in press), these results suggest that irritability may be a proximal factor in this critical interpersonal skill and potentially the overall interpersonal deficits observed in PBD (Geller et al., 2000). Additionally, while empathy has not been specifically examined in PBD, deficits in empathic responding have been observed in individuals with adult bipolar disorder (Cusi et al., 2010) even during a euthymic state (Shamay-Tsoory et al., 2009).

3.2. Strengths and limitations

The study had several significant strengths including a large, carefully diagnosed sample of PBD youths, who were all unmedicated and in the same mood phase (i.e., manic). Additionally, key demographic characteristics were addressed in the design and/or analyses (e.g., matching on age, controlling for gender, IQ). The study, however, had a few limitations. First, the Chicago-PEAT only examined degrees of emotional intensity for happy and anger. While these were the two emotions for which the groups did not differ on the ER-40 (allowing for an analysis of whether intensity moderated these null effects), it is possible that there could be important group effects for different intensities of other emotions (e.g., sadness, fear). Second, all results were correlational and thus cannot elucidate upon the causal pathways of the results. Third, irritability was only assessed via self-report. It will, therefore, be important for future studies to examine other indicators of irritability, such as behavioral tasks that may assess this construct more directly.

4. Conclusion

In summary, the results suggest that individuals with PBD have deficits in identifying sad, fearful and ‘very intense’ angry faces and that irritability may be an important mediator of these deficits. As correctly identifying the emotions of others is a key component of adaptive interpersonal functioning, one clinical implication of these results is that psychosocial interventions should address this deficit, perhaps by targeting the irritability observed in PBD. One way that irritability could be targeted is through mindfulness based therapy techniques that are beginning to be used with youths with PBD (West et al., 2009). These techniques encourage youths to bring their full attention to the present moment and to not judge their present state. This skill...
may decrease some of the arousal that comes with irritability (Speca et al., 2000), sever their connection to their own negative emotions, and thus allow for more pleasant, meaningful interactions with their peers and families.
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